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This way of reading/studying educational documents is different
from listening to a story. When podcasting is used for
educational purposes, content should be accessible and easy to
navigate. A continuous reading is not appropriate for effective
learning, while well-structured content facilitates exploration
and internal searches. Previous studies have shown that short
podcasts (max 10-15 min) are more effective for learning than a
single long unit. Long podcasts may decrease attention, thus
reducing comprehension [3], [9]. Establishing rules and methods
for achieving this is a challenge.

ABSTRACT
Audio podcasting is increasingly present in the educational field
and is especially appreciated as an ubiquitous/pervasive tool
(“anywhere, anytime, at any pace”) for acquiring or expanding
knowledge. We designed and implemented a Web-based Text
To Speech (TTS) system for automatic generation of a set of
structured audio podcasts from a single text document. The
system receives a document in input (doc, rtf, or txt), and in
output provides a set of audio files that reflect the document’s
internal structure (one mp3 file for each document section),
ready to be downloaded on portable mp3 players. Structured
audio files are useful for everyone but are especially appreciated
by blind users, who must explore content audially. Fully
accessible for the blind, our system offers WAI-ARIA-based
Web interfaces for easy navigation and interaction via screen
reader and voice synthesizer, and produces a set of accessible
audio files for Rockbox mp3 players (mp3 and talk files),
allowing blind users to also listen to naturally spoken file names
(instead of their spelled-out strings).

Educational audio podcasts can be produced by recording live
events but this requires time, costs and resources. In contrast, a
cheaper alternative is to use a text-to-speech (TTS) system that
converts normal language text into speech [2]. However,
available text-to-audio converters (such as Text2mp3, DSpeech)
can break a document down into several mp3 files based on
regular time intervals (e.g., 5/10/15 minutes) or on a “break
string” inserted by the user in the document. The latter
possibility is interesting but must be performed manually,
requiring user time and effort.

In this demo, we will show how the system works when a user
interacts via screen reader and voice synthesizer, showing the
interaction with both our Web-based system and with an mp3
player.

Our system extends traditional TTS capabilities to obtain wellstructured audio content according to the structure of the source
document (e.g. one audio file for each detected section).
Structured audio content offers many advantages over sequential
listening: the user can listen to (download) individual files
containing the audio parts of interest, and can better orient
him/herself during a quick search for specific information within
a podcast, improving the effective learning process.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces – Graphical user interfaces (GUI). K.4.2 [Social
Issues]: Handicapped persons/special needs. K.3.1 [Computer
Uses in Education]: Distance Learning.

Podcasting is ideal for blind persons, who use audio files as an
alternative accessible format for written documents. It is
fundamental to be able to rapidly 1) obtain an overview of the
content in order to orient themselves in the whole document 2)
skip parts of the content and 3) seek out important document
parts (for instance, in order to go over the lesson again). In short,
structured audio improves usability compared to the flat
sequential version.
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1. INTRODUCTION

2. RELATED WORKS

Recently introduced in distance learning, podcasting is a flexible
tool that adapts to users’ habits and facilitates acquisition of
knowledge anywhere, anytime, at any pace [6]. Numerous
studies have shown the effectiveness of podcasting: many
people learn better by listening to educational material than by
accessing written learning objects [1], [4], [7], [9].

A preliminary system prototype is described in [6]. The novel
contribution of this paper is: 1) description of the system parsing
algorithm; 2) statistics of document conversion; 3) the new UIs
which include user preferences and new WAI-ARIA elements
(file tree, regions) [12] (The ARIA - Accessible Rich Internet
Applications - suite developed by the Web Accessibility
Initiative (WAI) group of the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) defines a way to make Web content and applications
more accessible to people who rely on screen readers or cannot
use a mouse [12]); 4) new features for enriching audio content
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structure (tones are inserted into podcasts for delivering info in
bold/highlighted text). To facilitate the preparation of audio
materials, several tools have been proposed that transform a text
document into a spoken version using TTS technology and a
voice synthesizer. The output generated can be heard
immediately while the audio is being produced, or it can
automatically be recorded in audio files. Typically, these audio
files are in mp3 format and can be listened to on a portable mp3
player or on smartphones.
Tools like Robobraille and VozMe are examples of this
conversion process. RoboBraille is an email-based service which
automates translation of text documents into Braille and speech.
Users submit documents (e.g., text files, Word documents,
HTML pages) as email attachments. The translated results are
returned to the user via email [11]. VozMe (http://vozme.com/)
is an easy-to-use online service for creating mp3s from text. It
only requires typing in or pasting the text and pressing a button.
However, the audio content created is not structured (is a single
file) and so is not very suitable for studying.
Another TTS software program, Natural Reader [8] (which
converts text into speech or mp3/wav files), provides a Web
interface that allows one to jump to (listen to) the previous or
next section of the uploaded document. Unfortunately, due to
licensing restrictions, Natural Reader users cannot redistribute
generated sound files unless additional licenses are bought from
the voice providers.

Fig. 1. System architecture
The algorithm analyzes document content in order to identify
potential section titles. At the moment the algorithm is limited to
MSWord, rtf and plain text document formats. MS Word/rtf
documents can contain useful information characterizing the
content, such as formatting styles, which can be exploited to
detect the potential titles. This cannot be applied for text files,
which only need a character-based analysis. In this perspective,
when possible, the heuristics are applied in sequence: for
MSWord/rtf documents MSWord-heuristics are first carried out
and then the more general text-heuristics are considered.

3. THE SYSTEM
Via the system’s web interface, the user uploads a document
which is then transformed into structured audio files (mp3
encoding) that can be loaded by the user onto mp3 players.
Specifically, blind users can take advantage of mp3 players
equipped with Rockbox firmware (http://www.rockbox.org),
which offers a voice-driven user-interface. Supporting special
talk files, Rockbox allows users to navigate files and directories,
without having to interact with the mp3 device screen.

In short, in order to split the content, the heuristics algorithm
executes a sequence of steps. The rules are applied in a
hierarchical process for refinements: at each step, the algorithm
generates a list of potential title candidates that are filtered by
the following steps. The final section titles extracted by the
algorithm are used to split the document into sections. The main
Text-heuristics algorithm can be summarized as follows:

The submitted document is saved on a server and an algorithm
parses the file, attempting to identify the document section titles,
to split the document into logical parts. After that, a Text-ToSpeech module converts the text of each detected section
(including its title at the beginning) into an audio stream; all the
streams are sequentially saved on the server disk in a (noncompressed) wave file format. Generated podcasts are organized
in a folder having the document’s title as name. To decrease
audio file sizes, next the wave files are encoded in mp3 format.
Last, for Rockbox-mp3-player users, talk files are generated that
vocally reproduce file and folder names.

Step 1: Tables of contents. The heuristic attempts to identify in
the document the presence of a table of contents (toc). It
searches for specific words such as “table of contents”,
“summary”, etc., or for consecutive lines ending with numbers
(could be page numbers). If the table of contents is found, its
items are searched in the document and inserted in the candidate
list.

Figure 1 shows the system’s architecture. A teacher who wants
to provide educational material uploads a document by means of
the system Web interface. A student can download one, several
or all generated mp3 files (along with associated talk files, if
Rockbox-firmaware is used) and load them on his/her player.

Step 2: Line length. If a toc is not present, a candidate title is
detected by counting the number of words contained in a line
with specific properties: (1) the line is separated from the rest of
text, and (2) the line starts with a number or with a capitalized
letter or is composed of only capitalized letters, or there is a
word such as ‘Section’, ‘Chapter’, possibly followed by a
number, etc. A threshold of a maximum number of words is
defined (i.e. 8). The next action consists of a syntactic analysis
to check that the proposed line does not start, contain or end
with certain characters (e.g. “:” “,”, etc.).

4. PARSING ALGORITHM
Since the main goal of our system is to “segment” the document
content in order to generate several podcasts, we mainly use an
approach based on detection of section titles. To this end, we
proposed a set of possible heuristics to apply in order to split the
content into several sections.
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information to the users by playing two tones that surround the
highlighted text, the first tone ascending and the second
descending. This is analogous to browsing a new
book/document to acquire key words and elements to improve
future comprehension.

Step 3: Numbered lists. The heuristic (through regular
expressions) aims to discard elements of numbered lists from the
section title list.
Step 4: Bulleted lists. This step is similar to the previous one,
except that the first character should be a bullet (or characters
used as bullet) rather than a number.

5. INTERACTING WITH THE SYSTEM

Step 5: First podcast. This step tries to extract the header of the
document to generate the first podcast. Usually this part contains
the title, authors, and so on.

The web interface (Fig. 2) enables the user to upload a document
from his/her computer on the server and to set up his/her
preferences such as the type of voices and execution speed rate
of podcasts. The user selects a Speech Application Programming
Interface (SAPI) voice synthesizer for podcasts and talk file
announcements, from a set of voices installed on the server. A
better voice quality improves user experience (perception and
comprehension). In fact, several features impact on speech
quality including phoneme quality, pausing, rhythm, intonation,
etc. Poor pronunciation and other forms of degradation
significantly demand more user effort for assimilating speech
and increase the likelihood of possible misunderstandings [10].

Step 6: Consecutive titles. If two consecutive non-numbered
candidate titles (no empty consecutive lines) are found (i.e. no
text is between them) they are considered as content belonging
to the same podcast. Instead, numbered sections/subsections are
maintained to preserve the logical order of the document section
for the user.
Step 7: Podcast size. Since consecutive short sentences, textual
tables or non-bulleted/numbered lists may create false positives
that would fragment the document into too many podcasts, small
files are merged. It is preferable to lose some sections (which is
not critical because all text is meaningful), than to split it up into
a lot of blocks that do not correspond to logical sections,
reducing document/podcast usability.

The execution rate of podcasts can be regulated (preserving
pitch) by a slider bar on the upload web interface. Executing an
audio podcast at a slower speed could be useful for users with
learning disabilities, while faster speeds may be preferred by
users familiar with a more rapid learning process. Speed reading
techniques find a trade-off between reading speed and user
comprehension
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speed_reading).
Depending on user ability, listening to podcasts at a faster rate
might provide more rapid acquisition of information. Usually
humans are able to understand speech played at a higher speed
than normal, with speedup rates between 1.2 and 1.8 times faster
(considering 1 the normal rate) [5].

For MSWord/rtf documents, Word and text heuristics are
combined. Additional Word-heuristics are:
Step 1: Headings and Table of Content. This heuristic is aimed
at searching for Heading1, Heading2, and so on, TOC, Word
styles. If they are detected, the document is probably wellstructured. The headings extracted are considered to be
candidate titles.
Step 2: Formatted lines. If step 1 does not identify any heading,
bold and font size features are used to detect potential lines
associated with titles. In this case the entire line included must
have the checked property (bold, capitalized letters, etc.).
Step 3. If the two previous steps do not succeed, text-heuristics
are carried out.
If the algorithm is unable to find any sections, it generates a
single podcast for the whole document.
An additional feature for Word-heuristic is the extraction of long
tables from a document, in order to generate separated podcasts.
This can be useful for the users when studying or reviewing a
section/chapter. In fact, if a table is stored in a single podcast,
the user can easily skip it (if too long or uninteresting) or find it
very quickly.
Another interesting feature regards podcast titles. First, the
section title is used as podcast filename. Secondly, when
generating the audio version, each podcast starts with the title.
This helps the users when skipping forwards and backwards
among the podcast tracks: if the title is read, it is easy to
understand the content of the podcast in order to consider
whether to listen or skip it. This function is particularly useful
for a document split into many podcasts or when one needs to go
over a document again. Furthermore, with a rapid scan of the
first seconds of each podcast (with prev/next mp3 player
functions) the user can have an overview of the document
contents.

Fig. 2. Web system interface: file upload
Once the document is uploaded, parsed, processed and
converted into audio podcasts (each one corresponding to a
document section), it can be also downloaded link by link
through the hierarchical tree (exploiting the structure of the
document) on the download web page. Alternatively, the user
can download all audio podcasts in two zip packages: one
containing only all mp3 files and another one that also includes
the talk files, ready to be loaded on a Rockbox player (Fig. 3).
The original source document is downloadable via the link
labeled with its title.

Last, another important system feature is implemented to deliver
relevant information. Highlighted text indicates relevant content.
The system detects bold or highlighted phrases or key words
(included in sections of a submitted doc/rtf file) and delivers this
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documents that present contiguous short lines, fragmented parts,
or some sort of ambiguous tables, or separation). Of 110 doc/rtf
parsed documents in the test set, only 66 were well-structured,
30 were partially structured and 14 were very poorly structured.

The Podcast list (Fig. 3) corresponds to a content table of the
submitted document. This list allows the user to quickly
understand the structure and topics of the document without
having already read (or listened to) it. In our system, screen
reader users can easily explore a podcast list on the web
interface by jumping on the corresponding WAI-ARIA region
[12]. In order to improve usability via screen reader (limiting the
number of links), if the algorithm generates a high number of
podcasts, only one link pointing to the whole list is inserted in
the page.

7. DISCUSSION
Structured audio podcasts offer many advantages for all users
and are greatly appreciated by the visually impaired. Short
podcasts – for listening anytime, anywhere, and configurable at
the user's own rhythm -- can greatly facilitate learning. Our
system focuses on this research topic, providing automatic
structured audio podcasts starting from text-based documents.
The system's Web interface is fully accessible via screen reader
as are the generated podcasts (including .talk files).
Future work includes extending the system's conversion ability
to also convert other document formats (x/html, odt and pdf).
We also plan user tests with blind subjects.
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